HOSPITALITY SERVICE FOR PETS

Regulations

1) Dog Friendly access to dogs of any size or breed is allowed if properly identified and in compliance with vaccinations (passport, health booklet or model 12); in the absence of such documentation, the owner self-certifies the status of the dog and releases the structure from any eventuality.

2) Each dog must be led to the Dog Friendly area by its owner only on a leash, at least 1.5 meters long.

3) It is mandatory to collect the solid dejections of their dogs in any area of the garden even more markedly in the Dog Friendly area. They must be removed and deposited in the appropriate waste container. Liquid dejections are allowed only near the Dog Friendly area and must be rinsed with plenty of water. The violators will be immediately fined according to the regulations in force.

4) The management declines all responsibility for any aggressive behavior of the animals.

5) It is mandatory to make diligent use of the hospitalization equipment and not to damage them.

6) Any damage caused to equipment and third parties will be adequately compensated by those who caused it.

Deposit card

I, the undersigned ......................................, born in ..................... the .................. and resident in ..........................................., tel ........................................... document: ………………………………………..

Having seen and welcomed the housing boxes, I leave my dog and take care of the structure. In case of any problem I will be contacted by phone during the visit of the garden.

Self-certification

With the present self-certification that the dog ........................ .. breed .............................. .. of years .................... is my property and is in compliance with the vaccinations prescribed by law.

In faith

Ventimiglia,

------------------------------------------------------------------